SUBJECT: Report of Contacts Outside of Security Division

TO: Plans and Operations Staff

Organization visited: State Department

Person(s) contacted: Captain Parke

Subject(s) discussed: Liaison for identification of State Department materiel found in TICOM studies.

Results of discussion including commitments made: None

Recommendation and/or action taken: While Major Lesher was at the State Department items concerning State Department systems found in TICOM were referred to him for identification, date of use, and where used. With Major Lesher released from the Army this informal channel has been eliminated. I discussed with Captain Parke the possibility of Mr. Goodman (formerly employed in Methods Branch) acting in the same capacity as Major Lesher had. This arrangement is agreeable to Captain Parke and at any time Mr Goodman is on the Post these items may be referred to him. (Mr. Goodman is on the Post frequently on State Department production matters in Material Branch.)

JAMES H. DOUGLAS MAJOR, Signal Corps
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